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-Chakras: Chakras are a new tool specially invented and designed for astrologers in this software. It enables predictions and analyses on individual positions of
planets, dashas on the basis of chakra. It becomes a potential to predict all types of characteristics and elements, on an individual chakra basis. Simple

predictions or predictions of many chakras at a time can also be analysed to get accurate conclusions. -Rituals: You can prepare rituals, full rituals and specific
rituals. Each of these rituals is prepared, only for certain planet periods or dasha periods and calculated according to the rate of desh, Vidhva or Pratyantara.

The potential of the Rituals is so important to get maximum results from vedic astrological calculations. -Numerology: There are basic,easy to use calculators for
all aspects of planets. Numerology also features heavily with predictions (finances, personal character, profession, holistic health, Marriage and relationships,

auspicious days, lucky jewels, stones and colors. Users can also make full use of specially crafted worksheets focusing on transit. It also features transit graphs
ideal for financial astrology purposes and detailed Transit Wheels with key aspects like Nakshtra, Charan and Rashan. -Detailed charts: You can analyze detailed
birth chart features, the position of planets, planetary aspects, Drishti, Lagna details, Sarvastak varga, natrum and other details of your birth chart. You will get
all the information you need, to make effective predictions and decision making. This will give you a quick overview of your chart and will help you in effective
decision making regarding your personal affairs and professional matters. Astrologers often recommend this version for the effective analysis of your chart for

prediction of good days and bad days, vedic remedies, and accountants vedic remedies and so on. Detailed analysis:
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The recommended price of this tool
for buyers is $29.95 (that is, a price

of $30.00 is charged for FREE
shipping). Hence, you can now

download and use the Kundli Chakra
tool for the exact calculation of your

horoscope and receive both
personalized and accurate

horoscopes. You can download it
directly from the URL http://www.vedi

castrology.org/kundlichakra.html .
This tool comes in both a standalone

installer and as a portable
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application. The above described
tools in the Kundli Chakra tool help
you to understand and understand

the importance of studying the
horoscope accurately and thus make

your future predictions and
horoscopes more accurate. The

difference between a horoscope and
a kundali is that a horoscope is that

an individual birth chart, which is
used for predicting the future and

horoscopes are used for examination
of various astrological aspects, such
as daily, monthly, yearly, and so on.

In a horoscope, the birth chart is
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taken into consideration to predict
your future and in a kundali, specific

periods are studied to predict the
future. The horoscopes also identify
the hows and whys in life. All these
aspects are based on the position

and strength of the planets and the
stars of the birth chart. Highlights of

its features include Chakras and
Karakams, GARVAS, RISAS, SADHUS,

RASAS (Muktas), Dasa, Dhanu,
Dhyana, Varna, Varna Chakra, Trine
Combinations, Charms, Mangalsutra,
Brahmacharya, Swadhyaya, Moorh,

Chaturasha, Jyoti, Jyotish, Fate Sthiti,
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Vikruti, Madhyamika, Adi Channels,
Contradictions, 5ec8ef588b
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